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“Gender”… Originally

… Now

Biological differences

Social and cultural 
differences

“Gender Gap”  =  global issue



America England France Canada Japan

Politics 0.329 0.760 0.457 0.381 0.061
Economic 0.754 0.846 0.710 0.772 0.604
Education 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 0.983
Health 0.970 0.964 0.970 0.968 0.973
TOTAL 0.763  0.892  0.784 0.772 0.656

Gender Gap index 
                ;World Economic Forum in 2021 



Male-female ratio of managers in company

Male 
91.1%

Female
8.9%＞＞ ＞

The Kishida cabinet

3 females17 males

20 politicians



Current Situation of the World

•Sexual violence ・abuse
　
•Employment 

•Education
　
•Early marriage 

Cause

Religion 
Stereotypes 

prejudge against women 90%



How did these stereotypes 
 come about ?



Cheating 

Commuting marriage

Kagero Diary 

Wives → could only wait
（weak position）

Gender bias in Japanese classical literature

▼



The Pillow Book

Conventional evaluation 
〔 Her knowledge → △ 〕

 Women would not have 
enough knowledge

▼

『Snow of Koroho』



Jyukyo 
has been considered important 



Students at Hanko … Learning 

Common Idea 



Gender View  and Modern Literature

Good …Corresponding to the LGBTQ

  Bad…conventional gender roles still remain

　ex）Girls → always protected and helped
　　　　　



Case①                                                          
Barcelona , Spain , a library for infants 
removed two hundreds books such as “Little 
Red Riding Hood” 
“Sleeping beauty “ and so on

　　　　　　



Case②  
Picture book “The Tiger Who came to 
tea” was criticized for encouraging 
abusive behavior 

Develop gender stereotypes !



However……
Is it really necessary to avoid 

this literature completely and to 
eliminate ?



To make them popular
Not to remove but ･･･



Create a modern version of the story

Compare 
with original



The future of
 literature and Gender issues

We can solve this issue 
not to exclude modern works 

but to make it chance of 
thinking about Gender issues.
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